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We introduce a representation of symmetric functions as determinants of Gram
matrices on the space of rational functions in one variable. We use a bilinear map
on the space of rational functions that allows us to identify rational functions with
linear functionals. Using basic properties of Gram matrices and rational functions
we obtain results about symmetric functions, like a general JacobiTrudi identity,
and an expansion formula for general symmetric functions in terms of Schur
functions. Our approach is suitable to study in a unified way the confluent
‘‘symmetric’’ (or pseudo-symmetric) functions proposed by Rota, and several kinds
of generalized symmetric functions, like the factorial Schur functions and symmetric
functions in several sets of indeterminates.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper [5] we introduced a bilinear map ( , ) on the space
Q of rational functions in one complex variable, and we studied some Hopf
algebra aspects of polynomials and rational functions. In the present paper
we use the map ( , ) on Q to define a symmetric bilinear map S on Qn+1.
If u and v are elements of Qn+1 we can consider S(u, v) as a function of the
sets (or multisets) of roots of the numerators and denominators of the
components of u and v. For example, if the j-th component of u is z jw(z),
where w(z)=(z&x0)(z&x1) } } } (z&xn) and the x i are distinct, then S(u, v)
is a symmetric function of the xi , for any v. Taking a suitable set of vectors
v in Qn+1 we obtain the classical Schur functions [1].
The map S(u, v) is defined as the determinant of the matrix [(uj , Rvk)],
where R is an involution on Q, defined by Rf (z)=(1z) f (1z). Such
matrices can be seen as Gram matrices, identifying rational functions with
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linear functionals on Q. Using basic properties of Gram matrices we obtain
a general JacobiTrudi identity for the map S (Prop. 4.1), which extends
the JacobiTrudi identity for Schur functions. We also obtain an expansion
formula for S and a simple proof of the Cauchy identities [1].
The main purpose of the present paper is to show that our approach is
suitable to study symmetric functions and some generalizations, like the
confluent ‘‘symmetric’’ functions mentioned in one of the problems posed
by Rota in [2], the multi-symmetric functions, and various q-analogues
that have been introduced recently in the study of quantum groups.
In Section 2 we present the main properties of the bilinear map ( , ) on
the space of rational functions. We include some results that show that it
is possible to deal with rational functions with poles of arbitrary multi-
plicities. See [5], [6], and [7] for more details and the proofs not
included here. See also chapter 4 of Stanley’s book [3].
In Section 3 we list the main properties of Gram matrices and introduce
some bases and dual bases in spaces of polynomials that are used to con-
struct the Gram matrices associated with symmetric functions. See [4] for
more details.
The map ( , ) yields a duality pairing of the Hopf algebras of proper
rational functions and polynomials [5]. Since the bilinear map S is defined
in terms of the map ( , ) , it must have some coalgebra or Hopf algebra
properties that we have not studied here.
2. RATIONAL FUNCTIONS
We denote by P the complex vector space of all polynomials in one
complex variable, and for any nonnegative integer n we denote by Pn the
subspace of P of the polynomials whose degree is at most equal to n.
Define the basic rational functions
ra, k(z)=
1
(z&a)1+k
, a # C, k # N, (2.1)
and let R be the complex vector space generated by all the ra, k . It is easy
to see that R is the set of all rational functions of the form p(z)u(z), where
p and u are polynomials, and u is monic and has degree strictly greater
than the degree of p. The elements of R are called proper rational functions.
Let Q be the space of all the rational functions. By the division algorithm
for polynomials Q is the direct sum of P and R, and thus the union of the
sets [zn : n # N] and [ra, k : a # C, k # N] is a basis for Q. We define next an
anti-symmetric bilinear map from Q_Q to C. Define
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(ra, k(z), zn)=\nk+ an&k, a # C, k, n # N, (2.2a)
(ra, k(z), rb, m(z))=(&1)k \k+mk +
1
(a&b)1+k+m
, a{b, k, n # N,
(2.2b)
(ra, k , ra, m)=0, a # C, k, n # N, (2.2c)
and
(zn, zk) =0, k, n # N. (2.2d)
From (2.2b) it is clear that (ra, k , rb, m) =&(rb, m , ra, k). Therefore, the
above definitions and ( f, g)=&( g, f ) , for f and g in the basis of Q
define the map ( , ) on the basis of Q, and extending it by linearity we
obtain an anti-symmetric bilinear form on Q. We list next some properties
of this bilinear form. The proofs are simple computations. See [5] and [7].
Let pu be an element of R and let g be in Q. Then
pu , g=:a Residue of \
p
u
g+ at a, (2.3)
where the sum runs over the set of the distinct roots of u(z). Recall that the
residue of a rational function h at a point a is the coefficient of (z&a)&1
in the Laurent series expansion of h(z) in powers of z&a.
Let f and g be rational functions. Then
( f, pg)=( pf, g), p # P, (2.4)
( f, Dg)=(&Df, g) , (2.5)
where D denotes differentiation with respect to z;
(ra, n , fg)= :
n
k=0
(ra, k , f )(ra, n&k , g) , (2.6)
and
( f (z), g(z)) =( f (z+a), g(z+a)) , a # C. (2.7)
Equation 2.6 is Leibniz’s rule and 2.7 is the translation invariance property.
We define the reversion map R from Q to Q by
Rf (z)=
1
z
f \1z+ , f # Q. (2.8)
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Note that
Rzn=z&1&n=r0, n(z), n # N, (2.9)
and
Rra, k(z)=
zk
(1&az)1+k
, a # C, k # N. (2.10)
It is clear that R2=I. We also have ( f, g) =(Rg, Rf ) and ( f, Rg) =
(&Rf, g) for any rational functions f and g.
Let pu be a proper rational function and let q and v be polynomials.
Then
pu , qv=
pq
u
, v=ru , v, (2.11)
where pq=wu+r and the degree of r is strictly smaller than the degree of u.
We say that a function f is defined on the roots of a polynomial u(z) if
for each root a of u with multiplicity m, the derivatives Dkf, for 0k<m,
are defined at a. Using (2.3) it is easy to prove the following propositions.
Let u and v be polynomials and let f be a function that is defined on the
roots of uv. Then
 1uv , vf=
1
u
, f, (2.12)
and, if u and v have no common roots, then
 1uv , f=
1
u
,
f
v +
1
v
,
f
u. (2.13)
These properties are called Popoviciu’s reduction and decomposition
formulas, respectively.
Let u(z)=(z&a)1+k and v(z)=(z&b)1+m, where a{b. Then, by 2.13
and 2.6, for any function f defined on the roots of uv we have
(ra, krb, m , f )= :
k
j=0
(ra, j , rb, m)(ra, k& j , f ) + :
m
j=0
(rb, j , ra, k)(rb, m& j , f ) .
(2.14)
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Taking f (z)=1(t&z), where t{a and t{b, we get the multiplication
formula
ra, krb, m= :
k
j=0
(ra, j , rb, m) ra, k& j+ :
m
j=0
(rb, j , ra, k) rb, m& j . (2.15)
This is the basic partial fractions decomposition formula.
Now let uj (z)=(z&aj)mj, for 0 js, where the a j are distinct complex
numbers and the mj are positive integers. Let w=> uj and define q j=wuj .
Let f be a function defined on the roots of w. Then, using the decomposi-
tion formula 2.13 repeatedly we obtain
1w , f = :
s
j=0 
1
uj
,
f
qj,
and by Leibniz’s rule we get
1w , f = :
s
j=0
:
mj&1
k=0 raj , k ,
1
qj (raj , mj&1&k , f ) . (2.16)
Taking f (z)= p(z)(t&z), where p is a polynomial and w(t){0, we obtain
the general partial fractions decomposition formula
p(t)
w(t)
= :
s
j=0
:
mj&1
k=0 raj , k ,
p
q j
1
(t&aj)mj&k
. (2.17)
The linear functional that sends f to (1w, f ) is called the divided
difference of f with respect to the roots of w. Note that 2.16 gives an explicit
expression for this functional as a linear combination of Taylor functionals
at the roots of w. If all the multiplicities mj in 2.16 are equal to one we get
 1w(z) , f (z)= :
s
k=0
f (ak)
w$(ak)
. (2.18)
Let n+1=i mi . We define
hk= 1w(z) , zn+k, k0. (2.19)
It is easy to see [5] that
hk= ‘
s
i=0 \
ki+mi&1
ki + akii , (2.20)
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where the sum runs over the multiindices (k0 , k1 , ..., ks) that satisfy
i ki=k. Note that hk is a polynomial in the roots of w. If all the multi-
plicities mi are equal to one then hk is the complete symmetric polynomial
of order k in the variables a0 , a1 , ..., an . Using the map R we get
hk= 1zn+k+1 ,
1
zw(1z)=
1
zk+1
,
1
zn+1w(1z). (2.21)
This means that the reciprocal of the polynomial zn+1w(1z) is the generat-
ing function of the sequence hk . If w(z)=zn+1+b1zn+b2zn&1+ } } } +
bn+1 then zn+1w(1z)=1+b1z+b2 z2+ } } } +bn+1zn+1. Therefore the
product of this polynomial by the series h0+h1 z+h2z2+ } } } is equal to
one and thus
:
m
j=0
bjhm& j=$0, m , m0. (2.22)
For k0 we solve for hk , using Cramer’s rule on the finite system that
corresponds to m=0, 1, ..., k, and we get
b1 1
b2 b1 1
hk=(&1)k det _ b b b . . . & , k1. (2.23)bk&1 bk&2 bk&3 } } } 1bk bk&1 bk&2 } } } b1
By the symmetry of the system 2.22 we also have
h1 1
h2 h1 1
bk=(&1)k det_ b b b . . . & , k1. (2.24)hk&1 hk&2 hk&3 } } } 1hk hk&1 hk&2 } } } h1
Note that bk=0 if k>n+1.
If w(z) has distinct roots ak , from 2.18 we get
 1w , w$f= :
n
k=0
f (ak).
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In particular
 1w(z) , w$(z) zm= :
n
k=0
amk =_m(a0 , a1 , ..., an). (2.25)
These are the power sum symmetric functions.
For any rational function g define the difference quotient
g[z, t]=
g(z)& g(t)
z&t
. (2.26)
If w is a polynomial of degree n+1 then it is easy to see that w[z, t] is a
symmetric polynomial in the variables z and t, of degree n in each variable.
Proposition 2.1. Hermite’s interpolation.
Let w(z) be a monic polynomial of degree n+1 and let f be a function
defined on the roots of w. Then
P(t)=w[z, t]w(z) , f (z) (2.27)
is the unique polynomial of degree less than or equal to n that interpolates
f at the roots of w in the sense of Hermite.
3. GRAM MATRICES AND POLYNOMIAL BASES
Let E be a complex vector space of dimension m and let E* be its dual
vector space. The elements of the Cartesian products Em and (E*)m will be
considered as column vectors and denoted by boldface letters. We let M be
the algebra of m_m matrices with complex entries. For each pair (L, f) in
(E*)m_Em we define the Gram matrix [L : f] as the element of M whose
( j, k)-entry is the number Lj fk . We list some basic properties of Gram
matrices in the following proposition. We omit the proofs, which are simple
computations.
Proposition 3.1. (i) If A and B are in M then [AL : Bf]=
A[L : f] BT.
(ii) The matrix [L : f] is nonsingular if and only if L and f are
ordered bases of E* and E respectively.
(iii) For each basis f of E there exists a unique basis f*, called the dual
basis of f, that satisfies [f* : f]=I.
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(iv) If f is a basis of E and g=Bf for some B in M, then
BT=[f* : g].
(v) If g* is a basis of E* and L=Ag* for some A in M, then
A=[L : g].
(vi) Let g be a basis of E, let L be in (E*)m and f in Em. Then
[L : f]=[L : g][g* : f].
(vii) If f and g are bases of E then [f* : g][g* : f]=I.
(viii) If f is a basis of E and A and B are nonsingular elements of M,
then the bases Af* and Bf are dual of each other if and only if ABT=I.
For the remainder of this section the space E will be the set Pn of the
polynomials of degree less than or equal to n. The bilinear map ( , ) on
Q allows us to consider the rational functions as linear functionals.
We identify a rational function g with the map that sends f to ( g, f ) , for
f in Q.
Proposition 3.2. Let w be a monic polynomial of degree n+1 and let
f =( f0 , f1 , ..., fn)T be an ordered basis for Pn . Then there exists a unique
basis F=(F0 , F1 , ..., Fn)T of Pn such that
w[z, t]= :
n
k=0
Fn&k(t) fk(z), (3.1)
and
Fn&kw , fj=$k, j , 0kn, 0 jn. (3.2)
Furthermore, if fk has degree k then Fk has degree k, for 0kn.
For a proof see [4]. We say that the bases f and F are biorthonormal
with respect to w. Note that 3.2 says that f k*=Fn&k w and also F k*=
fn&k w, for 0kn.
Example 1. Denote by p the standard basis of powers for Pn , that is
pk(z)=zk. Let w(z)=zn+1. Then, by the identity
w[z, t]= :
n
k=0
t n&kzk, (3.3)
we get pk*=zn&kzn+1=1zk+1, which corresponds to the Taylor
functional at zero of order k.
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Example 2. Now let w(z)=zn+1+b1 zn+b2 zn&1+ } } } +bn+1 . Then,
by 3.3 we have
w[z, t]= :
n
k=0
wn&k(t) zk, (3.4)
where
wk(t)=t k+b1t k&1+ } } } +bk , 0kn. (3.5)
These are called the Horner polynomials associated with w. In this case
Prop. 3.2 gives pk*=wn&k w, and wk*=zn&kw(z).
Example 3. Let w(z)=>nj=0 (z&aj) where the aj are distinct complex
numbers. The Lagrange interpolation polynomials associated with the
nodes aj are defined by
lk(z)=
w[z, ak]
w$(ak)
, 0kn. (3.6)
By Lagrange’s interpolation formula we have
w[z, t]= :
n
k=0
w[t, ak] lk(z), (3.7)
and Prop. 3.2 gives lk*=1(z&ak), which is evaluation at ak .
Example 4. Let w be as in Example 3. Define N0(z)=1 and
Nk(z)=(z&a0)(z&a1) } } } (z&ak&1), 1kn. (3.8)
These are called the Newton polynomials associated with the sequence
a0 , a1 , ..., an . Let Fk be the Newton polynomials associated with the
sequence an , an&1 , ..., a0 . Then, by a simple telescopic summation we have
w[z, t]= :
n
k=0
Fn&k(t) Nk(z),
and thus Nk*=Fn&k w=1Nk+1 .
Example 5. Let
w(z)= ‘
s
j=0
(z&aj)mj, (3.9)
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where the aj are distinct and the mj are positive integers with j mj=n+1.
Define the polynomials
qi, k(z)=
w(z)
(z&ai)mi&k
, 0is, 0kmi&1. (3.10)
Then
w[z, t]= :
s
i=0
:
mi&1
k=0
H i, k(t) q i, mi&1&k(z), (3.11)
where the Hi, k are the basic Hermite interpolation polynomials associated
with the nodes aj with multiplicities mj . Proposition 3.2 gives H*i, k=1
(z&ai)1+k.
Our next proposition is a generalization of 2.6. For a proof see [4].
Proposition 3.3. Generalized Leibniz’s rule. Let w be a monic polyno-
mial of degree n+1 and let f and F be bases of Pn that are biorthonormal
with respect to w. Let g and h be functions defined on the roots of w. Then
1w , gh= :
n
k=0 
Fn&k
w
, g fkw , h . (3.12)
We introduce next some Gram matrices and compute some determinants
that will be used often in the remainder of this paper.
For n0 let Jn be the permutation matrix of order n+1 that reverses
order, that is, Jn(x0 , x1 , ..., xn)T=(xn , xn&1 , ..., x0)T. It is easy to see that
det Jn=(&1)
( n+12 ).
Let a=(a0 , a1 , ..., an)T be a vector with distinct complex coordinates.
Denote by la the basis of Lagrange polynomials associated with the nodes
aj . We define
Va =det[l*a : p]=det[akj ], (3.13)
where p is the standard power basis of Pn . The matrix [akj ] is the
Vandermonde matrix of a and it is well-known that
Va = ‘
0i< jn
(aj&ai). (3.14)
Let u=(u0 , u1 , ..., un)T, where uk is a monic polynomial of degree k for
0kn. Then u=Ap, where A is a lower triangular matrix with
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det A=1, and p*=ATu*. Therefore [l*a : u]=[l*a : Ap]=[l*a : p] AT and
hence
det[l*a : u]=det[l*a : p]=Va . (3.15)
In particular, if w=(w0 , w1 , ..., wn)T is the basis of Horner polynomials of
a monic polynomial w of degree n+1, then, for any a defined as above
det[l*a : w]=Va and
det[l*a : Jnw]=(&1)
( n+12 ) Va . (3.16)
Take now w(z)=>nj=0 (z&aj) with distinct roots aj . The inverse of the
Vandermonde matrix [l*a : p] is
[p* : la ]=_
wn& j
w
, lk&=_
wn& j (ak)
w$(ak) & .
The last equality follows from 2.18 and lj (ak)=$j, k . Computing
determinants we obtain
V &1a =\ ‘
n
k=0
w$(ak)+
&1
det[l*a : Jnw]
and by 3.16 we have
‘
n
k=0
w$(ak)=(&1)
( n+12 ) V 2a . (3.17)
4. SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
Let f and g be elements of Qn+1. Since the bilinear map ( , ) allows us
to consider any rational function as a linear functional on Q, we will write
[f : g]=[( f j , gk)]. This is a square matrix of order n+1 with complex
entries. We define a bilinear map S from Qn+1_Qn+1 to C as follows
S(f, g)=det[f : Rg], f, g # Qn+1, (4.1)
where R is the reversion map defined in 2.8 and acts coordinate-wise on the
elements of Qn+1. Since ( fj , Rgk)=(&Rfj , gk)=( gk , Rf j) , it is clear
that S(f, g)=S(g, f) and therefore S is a symmetric map.
A generic element of Q is determined by the multisets of roots of the
numerator and of the denominator, and by a complex coefficient. Therefore
we can consider S(f, g) as a function of all the multisets of roots associated
with the coordinates of f and g. If one of these multisets is an ordinary set
[x0 , x1 , ..., xs] then S(f, g) is a symmetric function of the x j . This is also
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true when all the xj have the same multiplicity. We will show how the map
S yields the classical symmetric functions, many generalizations, like the
factorial Schur functions and multi-symmetric functions, and also the con-
fluent ‘‘symmetric’’ (or pseudo-symmetric) functions proposed by Rota [2].
For the remaider of the present section we let w(z)=(z&x0)
(z&x1) } } } (z&xn), where the xj are distinct. Let u be a basis of Pn . By
Prop. 3.2 there is a basis v of Pn such that u and v are biorthonormal with
respect to w and uj*=vn& j w.
Proposition 4.1. Generalized JacobiTrudi identity.
Let u be a basis of Pn and let f be in Qn+1. Then, for any basis g of Pn
we have
S(u*, f)=
S(g*, f)
S(g*, Ru)
. (4.2)
Proof. By Prop. 3.1 part (vi) we have [u* : Rf]=[u* : g][g* : R f],
and by part vii) [u* : g]=[g* : u]&1. Thus [u* : Rf]=[g* : u]&1
[g* : Rf]. Taking determinants and using the definition of S we get 4.2. K
By a partition we mean a vector with integer components *=
(*0 , *1 , ..., *n) with *0*1 } } } *n0. We define $=(n, n&1, ..., 1, 0).
For any partition * define z* as the element of Pn+1 whose k-th compo-
nent is z*k. Let w be the basis of Horner polynomials of w (see Example 2
of Section 3) and let u=Jnw. Then uj*=z jw(z) for 0 jn, and
S(u*, Rz*+$)=det[u* : z*+$]
=det _ z
j
w(z)
, z*k+n&k&
=det _ 1w(z) , z*k+n&k+ j&
=det[h*k&k+ j (x0 , x1 , ..., xn)].
Recall that the functions hj are defined in 2.19. Since the xi are distinct, the
hj are the complete symmetric functions of the xi and the last term of the
above equalities shows that S(u*, Rz*+$) is the Schur function associated
with the partition *.
Taking f=Rz*+$ and g=lx in Prop. 4.1 we obtain the classical
JacobiTrudi identity
S(u*, Rz*+$)=(&1)
( n+12 ) V &1x det[x
*k+n&k
j ]=V
&1
x det[x
k+*n&k
j ].
(4.3)
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We take now g=N, the basis of Newton polynomials associated with
x0 , x1 , ..., xn . Since det[N* : w]=1, by Prop. 4.1 we have
S(u*, Rz*+$)=(&1)
( n+12 ) det[N* : z*+$]
=det[h*n&k+k& j (x0 , x1 , ..., xj)]. (4.4)
This is another representation of the Schur functions in terms of the com-
plete symmetric functions. The Schur functions can also be expressed in
terms of determinants of the power sum symmetric functions _k , as we
show next.
Proposition 4.2. For any partition *=(*0 , *1 , ..., *n) we have
S(u*, Rz*+$)=(&1)
( n+12 ) V &2x det[_*k+n&k+ j (x0 , x1 , ..., xn)]. (4.5)
Proof. Let us define g by gk(z)=w$(z) z*k+n&k, for 0kn. Then, by
2.25 the entries of [u* : g] are
 z
j
w(z)
, gk(z)= :
n
i=0
x*k+n&k+ ji =_*k+n&k+ j (x0 , x1 , ..., xn).
On the other hand, writing [u* : g]=[u* : lx ][lx* : g]=[l*x : u]
&1
[l*x : g] we obtain
det[u* : g]=
det[l*x : g]
det[l*x : u]
=
det[w$(xj) x*k+n&kj ]
det[l*x : u]
= ‘
n
j=0
w$(xj)
det[l*x : z*+$]
det[l*x : u]
=(&1)(
n+1
2 ) V 2xS(u*, Rz*+$).
For the last equality we used 3.17. K
The generalized Leibniz’s rule (Prop. 3.3) can be used to obtain
factorizations of the Schur functions. For example, using the Newton
polynomials Nk associated with the nodes x0 , x1 , ..., xn , we have
 1w(z) , z*k&kzn+ j= :
n
i=0 
1
N i+1(z)
, z*k&k 1Rn+1&i (z) , zn+ j,
and thus
h*k&k+ j (x0 , x1 , ..., xn)= :
n
i=0
h*k&k&i (x0 , x1 , ..., xi) hj+i (xi , x i+1 , ..., xn).
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Therefore
S(u*, Rz*+$)=det[h*k&k&i (x0 , x1 , ..., x i)] det[h j+i (x i , x i+1 , ..., xn)].
Note that 4.4 can also be obtained in this way.
For any rational function f such that f (0) is well defined, the Taylor
series expansion around zero is
f (z)= :
k0
(Rf (t), tk) zk. (4.6)
Then, for any rational function g we have the expansion
( g, f ) = :
k0
(Rf (t), tk)( g(z), zk) . (4.7)
Let 4 be the set of all partitions *=(*0 , *1 , ..., *n) such that *0>*1>
} } } >*n . Denote by 6 the group of permutations in n+1 symbols.
Theorem 4.1. Expansion formula for S. Let f and g be elements of Qn+1
such that each Rfi has a Taylor series expansion at zero. Then
S(g, f)= :
* # 4
S(g, Rz*) S(f, Rz*). (4.8)
Proof. By definition of S we have S(g, f)=det[g : R f]=det[( gj ,
Rfi)]. Therefore
S(g, f)= :
{ # 6
sign({) ‘
n
j=0
( g j , Rf{( j))
= :
{ # 6
sign({) :
k # Nn+1
‘
n
j=0
( f{( j)(t), tkj) ‘
n
j=0
( gj (z), zkj)
= :
k # Nn+1 \ :{ # 6 sign({) ‘
n
j=0
( f{( j)(t), tkj)+ ‘
n
j=0
( gj (z), zkj)
= :
k # Nn+1
det[( fi (t), tkj)] ‘
n
j=0
( gj (z), zkj)
= :
* # 4
det[( fi (t), t*j)] :
\ # 6
sign(\) ‘
n
j=0
( gj (z), z*\( j))
= :
* # 4
det[f : z*] det[g : z*]. K
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Proposition 4.3. Let f be a rational function and define v in Qn+1 by
vj (z)=zn& jf (z) for 0 jn. Then
S(u*, Rv)= ‘
n
k=0
f (xk). (4.9)
Proof. By Prop. 4.1 we have
S(u*, Rv)=
S(l*, Rv)
S(l*, Ru)
.
We also have
S(l*, Rv)=det _ 1z&xk , zn& jf (z)&
=det[xn& jk f (xk)]
=det[xn& jk ] ‘
n
k=0
f (xk).
By 3.16 S(l*, Ru)=det[l* : u]=det[xn& jk ]. Therefore the above
equations yield 4.9. K
Taking f (z)=1>ri=0(z& yi), with rn, in Proposition 4.3, and applying
Theorem 4.1 we obtain the Cauchy identities.
Corollary 4.1. Cauchy identities.
Let rn and let y0 , y1 , ..., yr be distinct numbers. Let u*y be the element
of Qn+1 whose j-th component is z jzn&r >ri=0 (z& yi), and denote by u*x the
vector with k-th component equal to zk>ni=0 (z&xi). Then
S(u*x , u*y )= ‘
n
k=0
‘
r
i=0
(1&xk yi)&1= :
* # 4
S(u*x , Rz*) S(u*y , Rz*). (4.10)
We conclude with a brief description of some generalizations of the
Schur functions and other interesting classes of generalized symmetric func-
tions. Let v0(z), v1(z), v2(z), ... be a polynomial sequence with degree of
vk(z) equal to k for each k0. We obtain an important class of symmetric
functions using vk(z) instead of zk in the definition of the Schur functions.
Let * be a partition with distinct parts and let v* be the element of Pn+1
whose j-th component is v*j (z). Then S(u*, Rv*) is a symmetric function
of x0 , x1 , ..., xn and it is also a function of the roots of the polynomials
v*j (z). For example, if vk(z)=(z& y0)(z& y1) } } } (z& yk&1), i.e., the vk(z)
are the Newton polynomials of the sequence y0 , y1 , ..., we obtain the
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factorial Schur functions. Another interesting example is vk(z)=(1&z)
(1&qz) } } } (1&qk&1z), where q is different from zero and one.
We can also modify the vector u*, for example, taking
z j>ni=0 (z&x iq
&i) instead of z j>ni=0 (z&xi), or using a different set of
indeterminates as the roots of each one of the denominators of the
components of u*. This yields multi-symmetric functions.
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